So Many Questions.
One Simple Answer:
Murphy
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So Many

Questions
With all the conflicting options available to you,

We don’t assume that our equipment will be housed

FW Murphy is the one place to go to meet all your

inside a cab. For us, that’s just an extra luxury.

control and instrumentation needs.
In order to ensure durability across a wide range

One Standard Above All Others

of environmental conditions, we perform extensive

You live and breathe specs. So do we. Murphy

testing on each instrument that comes off our

consistently sets and meets specification standards

assembly lines. We build tougher. We test harder.

that are rarely matched. Our equipment is designed

And we’re ready for your most demanding

to work in a variety of harsh environments – wet or

applications.

dry, hot or cold, dirt, mud…If your equipment has
to face it, our controls can too.
We deliver higher specifications by applying
Murphy-quality standards to our instruments.
Many of our products offer protection for
extreme heat and cold, environmental sealing,
and water resistance.

Industrial Panel Division

So Many Questions. One Simple Answer: Murphy.

Dedicated Application and Engineering
We have applications personnel to work with you on your design, including a full staff of engineers to deliver complete system solutions to
you. Our team can provide mechanical and electrical system designs to fit your exact specifications using Computer Aided Design (CAD).
Full-Service Operations
We use the latest manufacturing methods and technology. We also have dedicated resources to manage and build your panels with amazing lead times. Built to order? Just in time? Not a problem.
We utilize best practices from the following
manufacturing strategies:

One Simple answer:
■

APICS
– Fully-integrated ERP/MRP (Class A Certified)
– Production and Inventory Control

■

Lean manufacturing
– Kanban controlled inventory
– Waste reduction
– Value stream optimization

■

Theory of Constraints

Murphy

One Total Provider
Murphy is a complete provider of instrumentation and panel
services. We are a global company with a rich range of core
capabilities in-house. From R&D to engineering to
manufacturing, we keep our resources under one roof
and fully streamlined.
Murphy isn’t just your instrumentation manufacturer. We also
deliver a wide range of products and services that simplify
your purchases through a single supplier. Whether you need
basic instrumentation, cutting-edge CAN monitors, wire
harnesses, engine controllers or panels, Murphy is the one
source you need.

You can even get customized instrumentation packages
and custom-designed panels – all built for simple, plugand-go installation.
From your view, that means convenience. It also means
efficient processing and production, shorter turnaround
times and lower costs.
We have the skills. We have the resources. We have
more than 65 years of experience.

So Many Choices — One Total Solution

Come to Murphy for:
■

Rugged instrumentation

■

Higher specifications

■

A full line of control services

■

J1939 expertise

■

65 years of industry
experience

So Many

Choices
One Total Solution
Murphy understands the issues off-highway equipment manufacturers face.
Emission laws are getting stricter, engines are changing and your customers'
demands are tougher.
Relax. We understand.

We are ready to help you with:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Traditional mechanical and electronic gage instrumentation
Plug and go CAN-based instruments
After-market support through global distribution
Complete, custom panel and console offerings
Engineering and application specialists
3D solid modeling
Proprietary hardware and software development
Wiring harness design and manufacturing

We work closely with the top engine OEMs to ensure our products
and services will operate and work as designed, every time.
We don't just sell a product. We offer service and experience
to help you implement the latest technology, on target and on time.

www.fwmurphy.com

For more information about Murphy’s
full-service solutions to all your
panel needs, contact our Industrial
Panel Division at (918) 317-4100

www.fwmurphy.com
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In order to consistently bring you the highest quality, full featured products, we reserve
the right to change our specifications and designs at any time.
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